The Power of Assembly
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The first image shows the Parkman Bandstand at the Boston Common. To the
many passerby’s of the Parkman Bandstand, it may just seem like a glorified
gazebo, but in actuality the Parkman Bandstand has a rich history that exemplifies
on Western Democratic ideals. The Bandstand has been used throughout the last
hundred years as a place to assemble and protest towards a common issue. It was
used for the Civil Rights Movement, protests against the Vietnam War, and most
recently the Black Lives Matter movement. It is a building built with assembly in
mind. It’s circular structure allows people to surround an orator speaking of a cause
everyone is fighting for. It’s ionic columns remind us of the Ancient Greeks whose
society we have based our democratic system on. Humans are a social species and
strength is at its greatest when we are in numbers. The power of assembly allows
us to do things which otherwise would be impossible for a single person to
accomplish on their own. This is a double-edged sword however. While it does
allow us to unify others and push for a better world as demonstrated in the Martin
Luther King Jr. speeches which took place at the Parkman Bandstand, we can also
see the negative side of assembling as seen in the second image which shows the
2021 Capital Riots. Rather than uniting peacefully to attack a shared oppressor, the
people gathering here are united in a violent, insurrectionist manner which seeks to
overthrow the same Democratic institutions that the Parkman Bandstand
highlights. One photo highlights the failures of the power of assembly and the
other highlights its success.

